2ND E-flat ALTO SAXOPHONE - 2

Frankenstein

[Music notation image]

(Open for solos - Play big for last 2x's)

On cue

Easy!

(0.C. al fine - on cue)

Open drum solo
Frankenstein

Open for Solos - Play Bebop, Last 2 x's

On Cue

O.C. At Fine - On Cue

Open Drum Solo
End Trombone - 2

Frankenstein

(Open for Solos - Play Breaks, Last Ex's)

(On Cue)

Open Drum Solo (D.C. Al Fine - On Cue)
360 Trombone - 2

Frankenstein

Open for Solos - Play 8 bars last 2x's

(on cue)

Open Drum Solo (D.C. al Fine - on cue)